IBL Shipping Agency
IBL Shipping Agency (IBL SA) is the department which caters for port operations of liner services
represented by IBL and which also provides comprehensive agency services to all types of
casual callers at Port Louis, ranging from cruise, naval & research vessels to vessels carrying
bulk, break bulk and specialised cargo.
IBL SA also attends to numerous vessels which only make technical calls at Port Louis, i.e for
bunkers, for fresh water and provisions, for repairs and maintenance, for stores and supplies, for
crew change or hospitalisation and for transfer of maritime security officers and their gear.
The department, which consists of 12 persons, also specialises in the handling of drill ships, oil
rigs, platforms and FPSOs. It was also a pioneer in the promotion of Port Louis as a hub for
security personnel exchange, along with the transit of their weapons, ammunition and equipment.
IBL SA was among the very first shipping agencies in Mauritius to obtain ISO 9001:2000
certification in recognition of the consistency of its operations and of its commitment to provide
professional port agency and other logistics services in the handling of all types of vessels. The
certificate was recently upgraded to ISO 9000:2008 status.
The Agency has, over the years, developed excellent relations with the port and other relevant
authorities and provides a reliable network of reputable and experienced suppliers.
Through its good contacts in the region, IBL SA is also able to extend the scope of its services to
neighbouring islands, more specifically Madagascar, Reunion and Rodrigues.
Ireland Blyth Limited is the exclusive Mauritian member of the Multiport Ship Agencies Network
since its creation in 1978. Each member of this international network delivers confidence and
support to its customers whilst flying the Multiport Flag of Integrity, Reliability and
Professionalism at all times.
The Agency is also the Mauritian member of the Afritramp network.
More recently, IBL SA was awarded a TRACE certification as a result of its ethical and
transparent way of doing business.
IBL SA, which currently handles over 300 vessel calls at Port Louis each year, has witnessed
sustained growth during the past decade.
It is committed to strive to understand the ever changing needs of its customers, with a view to
exceeding their expectations, to adapt to the changing environment and to technological
innovation and to maintain a competitive edge by providing cost effective services through an
efficient approach in the execution of the various processes.
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